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	Going "green" is becoming a major component of the mission for electronics manufacturers worldwide. While this goal seems simplistic, it poses daunting dilemmas. Yet, to compete effectively in the global economy, manufacturers must take the initiative to drive this crucial movement. Green Electronics Manufacturing: Creating Environmental Sensible Products provides you with a complete reference to design, develop, build, and install an electronic product with special consideration for the product’s environmental impacts during its whole life cycle.


	The author discusses how to integrate the state-of-the-art technologies of finite element method (FEM) modeling, simulation, and testing to create environmental sensible products of satisfying global environmental regulations, such as Restriction of Hazardous Substances (ROHS) compliance. He covers enabling techniques such as advanced fatigue life modeling, crack propagation analysis, and probabilistic robust design of lead-free electronics. The book also explores how risk engineering methodology empowers practitioners with effective tools such as buckling analysis of tin whiskers.

	

	With its emphasis on reducing parts, rationing materials, and reusing components to make products more efficient to build, green electronics intertwines today’s electronics with manufacturing strategies of global sourcing, concurrent engineering, and total quality. Implemented through product and process design, it can help you achieve sustainability to support future generations and at the same time preserve our natural resources. Green Electronics Manufacturing: Creating Environmental Sensible Products gives you the tools to create environmental sensible products while maintaining electronics quality and reliability.
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Core Java™ 2 Volume II - Advanced Features, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004

	Completely revised and up-to-date coverage of

	
		
			Multithreadingincluding the java.util.concurrent library, locks, condition objects, futures, thread pools, thread-safe collections, threads and Swing

	
	...
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Enterprise Security: The Manager's Defense GuideAddison Wesley, 2002
E-Business is on the rise, but so are the likelihood and severity of computer attacks. Melissa, the Love Bug, Nimda, and Reezak all caught the e-Business community off guard, costing billions of dollars in lost productivity and damage. Maintaining enterprise security is now, without question, a crucial aspect of doing business in today's...
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iCloud Standard GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Get to grips with managing your Apple devices and content, easily and automatically with iCloud


	Overview

	
		Explore the differences between iCloud and other cloud services
	
		Understand how iCloud can easily be used in Microsoft Windows
	
		Learn how to facilitate storage, backup, and...
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Making Sense of Agile Project Management: Balancing Control and AgilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The book is intended to provide a much deeper understanding of agile principles, methodologies, and practices to enable project managers to develop a more agile approach and understand how to blend and tailor agile and traditional principles, methodologies, and practices to create an appropriate balance of control and agility to fit a...
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High-Grade Gliomas: Diagnosis and Treatment (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2006

	This is truly an exciting time in the field of neuro-oncology, particularly in the area of highgrade

	gliomas. The management of patients with high-grade gliomas has historically been one

	of the most challenging and disheartening fields in medicine, where failure is the rule and

	longevity is the exception. The jaded often state that...
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Free Energy Relationships in Organic and Bioorganic ChemistryRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2003


	There are many techniques of varying degrees of generality for the study

	of mechanisms and that of free energy relationships is the most readily

	applicable and general. Free energy relationships comprise the simplest

	and easiest of techniques to use but the results are probably the trickiest

	to interpret of all the mechanistic...
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